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Extended abstract 

 

As part of a longer term effort this history paper intends to understand how “developmental” 

competition with the “West” shaped demographic discourses in South-Eastern Europe in the context 

of demographic processes and institutionalized control of “population resources”. The longer term 

project will compare population and migration discourses and relate them to longer term historical 

development of migration, mortality, fertility and family formation in four countries in South and 

South Eastern Europe (Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia/Serbia and Bulgaria). The four countries have 

been chosen as they had a distinct and highly important contribution to global and European 

population debates and policies since the 1950s. At the same time they represent close but varying 

versions socialisms, post-transition capitalisms with somewhat different demographic trajectories. 

Based on an understanding of the pre 2
nd

 World War discursive and demographic scenario this project 

focuses on the second half of the 20th century till the early-21st century. Beside various academic 

publications, the analysis will be based on texts, interventions by "experts" and "academics" related to 

global population debates at UN Conferences, IUSSP population conferences. Some of those events 

actually took place in the region under study. For the last historical period to be analyzed (the early 

21st century) beside elite perceptions, popular cognitive structures concerning “development” and 

population change will be also addressed. In order to relate discourses to processes, the project will 

analyze a set of demographic processes also in a global comparative framework. The project will 

integrate the linked discursive and demographic processes into the analysis of how scholars and 

population experts envisaged "development" in terms of demographic change and proposed ways to 

secure a better position in global competition. 
As a result of longer-term historical changes and path dependencies in global inequalities by the 

21st century, the South East European region is facing major demographic challenges and problems of 

demographic restructuring during a period when it first consolidated its relative positions after an 

extended period of decline since the 1970s, both in terms of economic weight and autonomy in the 

global economy.
1
 The region has experienced low and/or declining fertility and relatively high 

mortality in a period when it became a region sending millions of migrant workers to Western Europe 

and many other areas of the world, without receiving larger inflows of people from other regions.
2
 

After a period of increased “biopolitical struggles” between and during the two World wars, countries 

in the region have followed discourses of competing “modernities” and a need to adapt demographic 

behaviour to the needs of a new type of “block” competition over “development”.
3
 For instance, this 

region espoused powerful ideas about constant progress, reducing infant mortality to “Western levels” 

and showing the superiority of “socialist morality,” and the aim of increasing fertility to much higher 
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levels.
4
 This competition with the West involved, from time to time, dictatorial developments, 

producing discourses against abortion, decrying the putatively “too high fertility of Gypsies” or of “the 

Albanian minority”, lashing out against “illegal emigrants”, “dissidents”, “hostile emigrants”. Today 

we see a variant of such rhetoric aiming against “illegal border crossers.”
5
 Thus this region has shown 

an ambiguous relationship to other parts of the world as a process of mimetic competition—

foregrounding the putative need to copy in order to catch-up—could lead to a search for adaptation 

versus distinction and/or a search for alternative ways or even harsh demographic control to 

counterbalance “disadvantages” perceived in terms of certain demographic indicators.  
Scholarship on larger scale population processes, put forth by demographers, has debated the 

validity of demographic models concerning a second demographic transition and/or migration 

transitions. One very important conclusion of such debates is that, behind similarities of trends, we 

find somewhat specific historical processes that reveal multiple social, economic and cultural factors 

at work. It has also become clear that, beyond all the discontinuities, there are stable migratory and 

demographic structures that have allowed the emergence of rather stable empirical patterns and 

trajectories.
6
 Comparative histories of population policies have revealed how demography as a method 

of social engineering has contributed massively but in varying ways to the selective control of 

populations in- and outside Europe and how it has been embedded in global and national ideological 

and geopolitical debates.
7
 In order to avoid mechanical national and ideological comparisons, 

pioneering attempts have been made to write transnational histories of demographic thinking.
8
 Most 

important, there is an increasing interest in the global history of population conferences and 

international societies, revealing some of the global interactions they had facilitated.
9
 There are also 
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pioneering attempts to understand popular beliefs and attitudes concerning population policies, ideas 

of demographic change and/or migration among non-elite groups for various regions including SEE.
10

 

Specific histories of population and eugenic policies and discourses concerning South and South 

East European societies have revealed the massive interaction between scholars and policy makers 

following international developments before World War II, during state socialism and after the regime 

changes. It has also been clarified that state socialism saw somewhat varied population policies, clear 

beyond the clear similarities.
11

 From a gender perspective, critical historical sociology and critical 

global history have been developed concerning social and reproductive policies. Utilizing a variety of 

methods, such work has revealed the micro- and macro-ideological mechanisms of control, repression 

over families, women and their bodies and a variety of forms of resilience. Such studies have 

embedded the analysis of demographic discourses into gender-power relations. These analyses show 

changes under state socialism, and especially after state socialism, but they also demonstrate the very 

resilient structures of gender suppression.
12

 

Many of the insights and actual empirical findings of the above histories are relevant and well 

demonstrated, but the global and transnational linkages and their consequences have not been properly 

and systematically investigated in a longer run. We need a new type of global historical sociology to 

fulfil that task. In order to achieve this goal, we might pose several interrelated questions: What 

mechanisms, transfers and constructions of knowledge can we observe in these global-local interplays 

in the context of actual demographic processes? How has demography as a science got integrated 

globally and how have these forms of integration changed during a time since the 1960s—when 

demography emerged as a globally institutionalized science? How have SEE experts maneuvered in 

various debates concerning family planning, abortion, migration and related “development” issues and 

how have they consolidated their position in “global” and “local” demographic academia? How has 

demography in SEE countries moved from opening up to addressing the problems of the Third World 

in the 1950s and 1960s to more restrictively Euro/West-centric perspectives? How have non-elite 

groups perceived the linkages between “development” and demographic and family change, and how 

can we contrast this with elite and academic discourses? What dynamics has mimetic competition with 

and/or violence against, the “West” involve in the context of unequal “development”? Why have 

countries under partly varied, partly similar demographic and economic structural conditions followed 

different paths and/or different rhythms of changes in demographic discourses and policies? 

The paper will analyze the key topics and key areas covered by demographic journals (like the 

Hungarian Demográfia). It will also analyze some interventions of experts at the events organized by 
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the UN and IUSSP (e.g. Bucharest and Cairo conference of the UN). It will utilize background 

interviews of experts in the relevant countries (e.g. Demény, Klinger, ) and ones which had a key role 

at these events and had a view on experts from these countries (e.g. Cliquet). The paper will also 

analyze the biographies and long term integration of the scholars into demography as a science and 

their interaction with scholars of other regions. This understanding of the history of ideas will be 

related and  interpreted on the basis longer term comparative databank of specific key demographic 

processes and structures since 1950 including longer term processes of fertility, mortality, partnership 

and migration and its structure.
13

 For the most recent period for Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary I will 

utilize the results of smaller scale surveys on developmental hierarchies which also include how 

respondents could see the link between demographic change and development. 
14

 The paper thus will 

outline relational analysis of the elite discourses, demographic processes and popular cognitive 

structures in global, comparative and historical framework in order to understand the transnational 

histories of demographic thinking and processes in the analyzed region.  

The paper will demonstrate within the overall development of demography as a global science that 

national and regional histories did and do have an autonomous role regardless of often similar or 

converging demographic processes and thus various countries prioritized certain topics and followed 

certain scientific discursive  traditions, while other (otherwise significant) processes were somewhat 

ignored. There was an overall consensus over pronatalism, but these countries opted for varying 

versions of pronatalism and there were various approaches of understanding fertility decline. Also 

fertility decline has been a priority in Hungary (since the 1920s) and much global collaboration has 

been going on in this respect, while other scholarly communities like in Bulgaria and Romania joined 

these discussions later and with different agendas. Also very importantly there were differences 

concerning issues of migration and mortality. It will be also demonstrated that in the 1950s and 1960s 

the global perspectives were more open toward the “Third World” and later the European focus 

became far clearer and dominant. Very importantly during state socialism in international terrains the 

experts of the region presented themselves as experts who could handle some of the problems of 

demographic analysis not only in their own region, but also in the Third World  This was one of the 

ways toward international careers and collaborations.  
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